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Across

2. I __________ you as my apprentice

5. Fossil ________ powers Gandolf's 

mobile

9. What you are after 18

12. Junji was ecstatic because he was 

going to be on the ____________

13. joe fell into a constant state of 

______________ when bob fell.

15. Jimmy hired a __________ when he 

went to Quart

16. The pearl on the necklace looked 

___________

18. If you _________ a black bear act 

big and stand your ground

19. Do not cross Old man Joe's 

_____________

20. The things that you sit on at a 

baseball game.

22. A mountain range on the California 

Coast

23. To __________ someone you must 

show them a cool trick or talent

24. Gandalf was __________ and sad 

when he lost his potato

25. The ___________ of Hogwarts 

beard was appealing

Down

1. A print that your foot makes.

3. Gandalf was a good ________

4. Gandalf was __________ that Harry 

would learn magic

6. When you entertain someone they 

will ____________

7. _________ Gandalf is a legedary 

chump

8. Use dangerous chemicals with 

______________

10. A place that has rides and cotton 

candy.

11. the grinch is very ___________

14. To wash your hands you use a 

___________

17. Gandalf Jr. was from the south so he 

had a __________ accent

21. Starts with an a and ends with an H

Word Bank

Caution Although Lawer distraught Entertain Fairgrounds Doubting

grouchy encounter southern Coastal applause nowadays boundry

Fuel Grown up appoint Laughter radio Poet flawless

Faucet roughness Bleachers Footprint


